
Water Technologies & Solutions

ChemSure* chemical  
delivery services:
expert, professional, at your service



simple, worry-free operations with ChemSure
At SUEZ Water Technologies & Solutions, we understand that your time and money are valuable. When it comes to 
scheduling chemical deliveries, allocating sufficient time and resources while sustaining everyday operations is 
not only vital, but also a huge burden to bear. Factor in supplier reliability, environmental considerations, as well 
as delivery, handling, labor, and disposal costs, and it’s easy to see how complexities can arise.

SUEZ understands your need to streamline chemical operations whenever and wherever possible. We offer the 
ChemSure Delivery Service, certified to deliver chemical solutions in a safe, professional, cost-efficient, and 
timely manner, all while abiding by your site’s specific rules and regulations. 

commitment to professionalism, safety, and excellence 
The ChemSure fleet, an operation of more than 40 experienced chemical Delivery Specialists and 110 fleet 
vehicles, has been a “best-in-the-business” source of chemical delivery for more than 50 years. Our team 
operates out of five chemical manufacturing facilities and two strategic warehouses to ensure holistic coverage 
in the United States and Canada. All of our Delivery Specialists are trained to ensure compliance with various 
chemical handling and safety regulations (HAZMAT, Department of Transportation, etc.) and are guaranteed to 
meet your site-specific requests.

We treat each delivery like it’s your first. Rest assured that a ChemSure Delivery Specialist will:

• Sign in and out at the customer site per your company’s policy.

• Follow all pertinent safety guidelines per the customer’s instructions, including fulfilling permit requirements 
and personal protective equipment (PPE).

• Inspect tanks, inventory, pumps, and hoses, prior to delivery, to avoid leaks, spills, and product contamination.

• Continually monitor tanks and chemicals during delivery to avoid overfills and leaks.

• Wash hoses and pumps after each delivery to avoid contamination.

Oakville, ON

New Philadelphia, OH

Bensalem, PAAddison, IL

Bakersfield, CA

Warehouse/Distribution Center

Chemical Manufacturing Facility

Orange / Beaumont, TX

Edmonton, AB

24/7 customer support for improved planning
Additionally, we provide an around-the-clock team of inventory planners to support order placement, 
scheduling, and inventory management needs. Our team can help coordinate any order adjustments, providing 
you with complete flexibility and control of your operations.

flexible delivery options at a fair cost
One size doesn’t always fit all, so SUEZ offers a 
wealth of delivery options designed to meet your 
business’ individual operational needs. Based on 
the program and usage rates of the application, 
SUEZ provides various tanks sizes to accommodate 
100 days of inventory or truck load quantities to 
accommodate a quarterly delivery schedule. 

Our ChemSure offering provides several unique 
services, each designed for delivery efficiency and 
flexibility. Depending on your chemical requirements, 
product demand, and available footprint, we will 
create a cost-efficient delivery solution for your 
business and ensure that your chemical needs are 
met on an ongoing basis.

Our customized deliveries are transported via our 
own fleet of specially designed trucks. All deliveries 
are transferred directly to tanks that are housed in 
containment basins, which means you do not have to 
worry about spills or leaks.

service types 
• Bulk volumes

• NAM wide coverage

• Best cost option

• Semi bulk volume

• Full tote pump-off

• Weekly rotation schedule

• Small Volumes (30+gal)

• Partial tote pump-off

• Weekly rotation schedule

monitor your investment with InSight*
Once you have your chemicals on-site, understanding the rate of consumption and inventory is crucial. 
Confirming chemicals are not being over-or under-fed, avoiding “run-out” situations, and effectively managing 
inventory have traditionally been performed manually and can be inaccurate, infrequent, and time consuming.

SUEZ’s InSight Asset Performance Management solution combines data and analytics to help water treatment 
assets operate at optimal performance. Its Inventory Management feature can actively monitor chemical 
consumption and delivery using tank-level sensors that collect key data points – including chemical level, feed 
rate, last fill date, and days remaining – and securely transmit them into the tool for visualization and trending. 
InSight can also automate inventory reorder and replenishment through integration with your ERP systems, 
helping to avoid run-out situations and unnecessary expense.

By combining InSight with our ChemSure program, you can:

• Turn data from multiple sources into meaningful information 
• Minimize the potential for product run-outs
• Ensure timely scheduling of chemical deliveries
• Maintain on-budget performance: detection of chemical over/under usage

Your SUEZ representatives can assist you in defining the best application and utilization of 
InSight to optimize your chemical inventories and ensure run-outs are a thing of the past.



Find a contact near you by visiting www.suezwatertechnologies.com 
and clicking on “Contact Us.”

*Trademark of SUEZ; may be registered in one or more countries.
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